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MAJOR REQUIREMENTS

All Reed dance majors pursue both creative and critical work, but may choose an emphasis in dance studies—
history, theory, critical and cultural studies—or dance studio—technique, choreography, improvisation, and
performance. Seniors emphasizing dance studies undertake thesis projects that are focused in scholarly research
but may also include a creative component.
A. Requirements:
Six units in dance studies (history, theory, and critical and cultural studies) including Dance 201 		
and a 300-level junior seminar course before senior year. With departmental permission, one unit
of this requirement can be fulfilled by a history, theory, or critical or cultural studies course in
theatre, music, literature or art.
q Dance 201 		
q Junior Seminar		
q ________		
q ________		
q ________		
q ________		
Five units in dance studio (technique, improvisation, choreography, and performance), including 		
Dance 211 and one unit of choreography or improvisation.
q ________		
q ________		
q ________		
q ________		
q ________		
Technical proficiency (must achieve 300-level technical proficiency in one dance form
and 200-level technical proficiency in a second dance form):				
						
Crew requirement (25 hours, or completion of Theatre 162 or 201, or a course
in stagecraft). 				

q ________
q ________
q

At least one unit of the above requirements must be met through a course or courses focusing
outside the Euro-American dance tradition.
B. Junior Qualifying Exam 								q
C. Thesis 470 (Dance)			

							q
DIVISIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Each major is expected to complete the following requirements:
Two units of a second-year college foreign language course				
Approval of all independent study (481) courses by the division

q   

q   

		q

CREDIT AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS

You may use courses in your major department to satisfy any one distribution requirement other than Group X.
Group Requirements must be fulfilled by two units from the same subject.
Humanities: Hum 110 or equivalent (3 units)
q   
Group A: Literature, Philosophy, Religion, Arts
Group B: History, Social Sciences, Psychology 		
Group C: Natural Sciences 		
Group D: Foreign Language, Mathematics, Computer Science, 		
Logic, Linguistics
Group X: 2 units in any one department outside of the major department 		

q   
q   
q   
q   
q   

q   
q   
q   
q   
q   

q   

q   

30 total units of coursework, 15 of which must be taken at Reed 		
6 quarters of Physical Education			
				
6 units completed during senior year 						
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